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Vocal Tract Representation
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Articulatory Model Building (Xrays and Grid)

- 3-part semipolar grid (30 gridlines in total)
- approx. 700 VT contours (IPS data)
- Vocal tract semi-automatically annotated (IPS & LORIA)
Articulatory Model Building (Principal Component Analysis)

96% of the variance is explained by the 6-parameter model
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Registration of Multimodal Data
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Articulatory Parameter Extraction
Model Fitting

6 parameters are specified for each US frame
Audiovisual Speech Representation
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Inversion Experiments and Results

- Reference shapes are in dashed lines
- Corpus: VCVs, VVs and a number of phonetically balanced French sentences (38 phonemes)
- 6 minutes of recordings (US+EM+SV+A)
- 10% testing data
- US @ 25Hz, SV @ 120Hz, EM @ 40Hz, A @ 44kHz
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